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Where Did the Vision Begin?

Matching the Goals
with the Tools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sought new contributors
Urged multidisciplinary approaches
Fostered collaboration
Consolidated articulation of NCI’s needs
Milestone based performance review
Special Review
Engaged Industry
Expected technology maturation plans

Innovative Molecular Analysis Technologies
Program
DNA

RNA

Expression – Customized Arrays
Amplification /Deletions –linked to Expression
Expression Analysis linked to Mutation Dtx
Mutations/SNPS -Customized Arrays
Improved Integrated Sample Prep
Increased Sensitivity
Methylation Dtx
Translocation Dtx in RNA
Improved Labeling Tools
Adduct Dtx
Eliminate Labeling of Sample
Increased Throughput
Viral DNA Integration Dtx
Cellular Context – In Situ
Comprehensive
Alternative Splicing
Reduced Cost
Quantitative
Single Tube Assays
Single Molecule Reverse Engineering Pathways In Silico
Cellular Context – In Situ
Reduced Sample Size
Single Cell
Expression Analysis
Rare Cell Isolation
Improved Sample Preparation Information Infrastructure
Eliminate Labeling of Sample
Transient Inactivation of Function
Increased Systems Integration
Mapping Protein Interactions
Distinguish Cytoplasmic vs. Membrane
Identifying Genes by Class of Function
Whole Body Context – In Vivo
Proteins Identification of Genes by Protein Expression or Function

Pathways and
Function

Measuring the Program Impact

Translating Inventions to Tools

Has IMAT Achieved It’s Goals?

Expanding Global Focus
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Efforts to reduce the risks for cancer and other NCDs posed by
tobacco use, inactivity, and unhealthy eating should be incorporated
into anti-poverty and social welfare programs.
2. Many existing health system platforms and programs could
incorporate elements of CCC. Programs for reproductive, maternal
and child health, social welfare, and anti-poverty are examples.
Specific opportunities need to be identified, and then interventions
developed, and evaluated.
3. Non-specialized health care workers should be trained to diagnose
and provide core treatment, where appropriate and especially for the
candidate cancers identified in Section 5, and in areas and
communities where no specialized cancer care is available. This does
not substitute for trained oncologists and specialists, but can make
their services more accessible to many.
4. The use of communications technology and telemedicine should be
expanded to provide access to diagnosis and specialized care in
remote areas through partnerships and linkages with distant oncology
specialists. This technology also should be used to share diagnostic
information, data and knowledge, and for training and continuing
education.
5. Tertiary treatment centers, cancer institutes, and bilateral donors
should consider establishing dedicated funds to support the
expansion and solidification of existing pilot programs and to
establish new initiatives.
6. Alternative innovative and complimentary delivery mechanisms
should also be identified, evaluated, and scaled up to close the gap
between need and available resource capacity.
7. Lessons learned from innovative CCC programs and experiences
should be adapted and incorporated into large-scale programs to
increase access, improve quality, and bring care closer to home and
community.
8. A data base of existing CCC programs, technologies, and lessons
learned needs to be developed, financed, and institutionalized to
make the evidence easily accessible for translation into policy and
programming. Results should be shared globally through a
clearinghouse of information that could be based at WHO or IARC.

The Context

 6.8 B people live in the world
 1.4B live on less than $1.25 per day; 70% of those people live in rural settings
 98% of the world’s undernourished live in developing countries (952M)
 2.5 B lack sanitation and 982 M lack access to clean water
 of children in developing countries are undernourished; malnutrition
contributes to over 1/3 of child deaths
 34M people living with AIDS and 12M people living with TB
 99% of newborn deaths (~4M) and pregnancy-related deaths (>0.5M) in women
in developing countries

Health Solutions for the Poorest
Creating health solutions appropriate for the most
resource poor settings on earth
What challenges exist?






Basic science has been underserved
Appropriate technologies are missing
Little appeal for industry
Regulatory path forward is complex or nonexistent
Sustainable solutions need local ownership

Basic Science has been Underserved
•
•
•

The poorest populations have ongoing issues with malnutrition
and concurrent infections
Basic understanding of the relationship between malnutrition,
concurrent infections, and immune status contributing to state of
health and ability to respond to therapy is lacking
Understanding the role of microbiome in nutritional and immune
status and resulting response to intervention is needed
Solutions require integrating across complex systems and disease states; silos
wont get us there.
Additional resources should be targeted to the worlds biggest problems

Appropriate Technologies are Missing
 Large numbers of those we hope to reach currently don’t have
effective access to health systems infrastructure (~50% of people in
sub-Saharan Africa)
 For those settings it should be assumed that there is no clean water,
non-existant or intermittent electricity, and care providers with
minimal to no health services training
 Social and cultural issues can limit options for solutions
 Neglected ethical considerations can bring research to a halt
Greater attention should be paid to defining the target product profiles needed for
the worlds most resource poor settings.
Technologies can not be driven solely by northern perspectives
Technology development requires considering the ethical, social and cultural
framework of those that are targeted

Industry has not Fully Engaged
 Market opportunities are not apparent
 Market opportunities frequently don’t match northern expectations
of return on investment, yet may support entirely viable local
businesses
 Target product profiles are unclear
 Partners with development experience relevant to the targeted
setting may not be apparent
 Regulatory ambiguities and complexities are a deterrent
 Public health community can be resistant to industry involvement
The reality of the market opportunities need to be defined
Partners with relevant domain and development expertise in the targeted
geographies and populations need to be available and visible
New business models need to be explored and supported
Public health community needs to embrace the reality of the contribution of the
private sector to health solutions that reach communities and have impact

Regulatory Path Forward is Complex
 Every country has a different process; the complexity of
addressing so many countries (ie continent of Africa) with diverse
and uncharted pathways is daunting
 Some countries are lacking expertise and a coherent process
 In some countries the bulk of services are delivered through
unregulated private providers

The critical path for new technologies and health solutions need to be mapped
early so that weak points in the regulatory path can be identified
Creativity and persistence is needed in engaging thought leaders and
regulators early to define pathways where the path is unclear or to adapt
existing processes to the benefit of new solutions.

Sustainable Solutions need Local Ownership
 Parachuting in northern solutions almost never works for the long
haul
 Ethical, social and cultural issues influence likelihood of uptake
and therefore impact
 Northern investigators have been historically poor in engaging in
equal partnerships and appropriately valuing the scientific
contributions of local scientific partners

Local scientist and thought leader involvement speeds acceptance
Local community engagement must be considered in both research and
delivery
Local innovations may better match the needs of the community and therefore
have a greater likelihood for sustained impact
It is local leaders that shape regulatory and policy change

Outputs from the Diagnostics Forum
1) The need to increase access to existing diagnostics
2) Development & validation of new diagnostic tools from existing or
emerging platforms
3) Discovery and validation of new diagnostic markers
4) Development of new diagnostic platforms to meet access needs, and the
need to diagnose multiple diseases with common presentation

Status quo
• Population characteristics
• Health status
• Access to diagnostics
and treatment

With new
diagnostic test

Health
outcomes
Difference in
outcomes =
Gains from improved
diagnostic tests

Health
outcomes

Levels of Infrastructure Available
Advanced/Moderate

• Hospitals and
urban clinics
• Electricity, clean
water, well–equipped
laboratories, trained
clinicians

Minimal

• Health clinics (Africa),
rural clinics (Asia,
Latin America)
• No reliable electricity
or clean water, no
laboratory, minimal
expertise

None

• Village or community
• No electricity, clean
water, physical
infrastructure, or
trained staff

DX Platforms for Global Health
Requirements for resource poor
settings
• Portable, limited logistics, no medical
waste, self contained or no power, no
water
• Capable of handling multiple specimen
types
• Capable of multiplexed testing - DNA,
Proteins, RNA, Metabolites
• Nearly fully automated operation
(including sample prep)
• Low requirements for user training
• Extremely low cost of ownership

Needs for Technology Innovation
An Opportunity
for Innovation
Sample Collection

• design platform to accommodate
new modes of sample collection

Detection

Pre-Processing

• need portable methods

Sensitivity

Selectivity

• need performance
adequate to inform
decision making

• need receptors and/or
reactions that are
selective and robust

Displaying Results

Waste Disposal

• need simple, unambiguous displays

• need built in waste management

Questions to Ask
 Is it the right product?
•
•

Can it work in that setting? For that population?
Is it something the user would want?

 Could it reach those in need?
•
•

Can the innovation be accessed?
Is there a regulatory path to acceptance?

 What type of partner can help to get
it to those in need?
•
•
•

Public sector
Private sector
Local solutions for local problems

An Enormous Opportunity for Impact Exists
How will the Opportunity be Realized?

 Focus on the goal; define the problem in context
• Engage the end user; focus on the patient
• Consider and embrace social, ethical and cultural issues
• Recognize the complexity
 Stimulate innovation
• Engage global intellect
• Right size the investments
• Leap frog barriers
 Focus on sustainability
• Understand the value proposition
• Partner with others who have experience

Thank you

